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The Scenery Page

Select “Settings” then “Display” and finally the “Scenery” tab.

Recommended settings
Control Recommended Available Options
Special Effects Density High Low, Medium and High
Terrain Mesh Complexity 20 0 to 100
Terrain Texture Size: High Low, Medium and High
Terrain Detail: Land Only None, Land Only and Land & Water
Water Effect: None None, Low and High
Dawn/Dusk Texture Blending: Off On/Off
Extended Terrain Textures: Off On/Off
Scenery Complexity: Normal Very Sparse, Sparse, Normal, Dense,

Very Dense and Extremely Dense
Autogen Density: None None, Sparse, Normal, Dense, Very

Dense and Extremely Dense
Addon Dynamic Scenery: Off On/Off. If On, then:

Very Sparse, Sparse, Normal, Dense,
Very Dense and Extremely Dense

Ground Scenery Casts
Shadows:

Off On/Off

Sun Flare: On On/Off
Lens Flare: On On/Off

Special Effects Density:
This is dependant on the special effects that are available in the area you are flying in. At
21W –Ranger Creek, for example, if you have the external generators and heaters for the
hangars and fire station visible, you will or will not see smoke coming from the chimney,
depending on where you have set this. Few scenery areas have special effects, but when
they do, it is usually sparse and usually smoke. I find this makes no difference if there are no
special effects to see and little if there is. If you are doing a search and rescue mission and
someone is sending up flares to help you locate them, you will not see them if this is set to
Low or Medium. If you are going to fly around Yellow Stone National Park or Niagara Falls,
then you are there to see Old Faithful or the falls. I recommend setting this to high.

Terrain Mesh Complexity:
Generally, a mesh is a grid work placed over a smooth globe. At each point on the grid, the
visual scenery has an elevation above or below sea level. A texture is draped over this and
we see a landscape. What this control does is decide how coarse or fine that mesh or grid is.
The finer the mesh, the more accurately the scenery matches the real world, but the computer
has more work to do to display this. If you set this too low, you will find that peaks of
mountains disappear or are smoothed out and interesting holes and ravines blend out. What
you see on the ground is the texture, and this control has no effect on that. However, it
controls the complexity and the realism of the shape of the landscape. Don’t be surprised if 
you are flying in formation with someone who has theirs set to 100 and you have yours to
twenty and find that you can fly through a mountain that he can’t, or that he can fly into a hole 
that you can’t see. 20 works for most people most of the time. If you have bought an add-on
with highly detail mesh or downloaded a freeware high resolution grid, there is no pint if you
set this to 20. To get the best visual representation and fidelity, set this high, but expect it to
be slower. The choice is yours.
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Terrain Texture Size:
This was a problem with 2002, but not with 2004. The newly accepted texture sizes have
changed from 256x256 to 512x512 or even higher (1024x1024 etc in powers of two). This
setting used to affect both textures for aircraft as well as terrain. Now it is only terrain. If you
have any modern add-on scenery in the area that you are flying in, it is highly likely that they
will be using the larger format of textures. With most modern graphics cards with 128Mb of
onboard RAM, you will see almost no difference if this is set too high, but a considerable
difference if it is set too low. Go for High.

If you are typically flying at high level (above 5000 feet) you will not see any visual difference
with this setting, so you could set it to low. If you like getting “down and dirty” then you will 
want to set this to high. This probably makes the greatest difference to the quality of the
terrain compared to all the other setting, and actually, with modern graphics cards, makes the
least difference to performance. Again, set this to high.

Terrain Detail:
This is difficult to pin down or get a definitive answer on. The consensus is that where there is
a conflict with drawing the land or the sea (coastlines and larger rivers and lakes) it must
decide which should take the priority. If you are flying a seaplane and are taking off and
landing in water, then you want to see the water details. Here you select Land and Water. If
you are never going to fly near any water and don’t care, set it to None. Generally, this should 
be set to“Land Only”, unless you plan to go for a swim. You will only see a frame rate hit as
you get very close to the beach or bank, and this is minimal anyway. This must be set to Land
Only or Land and Water to see reflections.

Water effects:
Again, this depends on whether or not you intend to go paddling. If not, then set it to none. If
you do, set it to low or high. If you set it to high, it will automatically reset the Terrain detail
from Land and Water to Land Only. Equally, if this is set to high, and you change the Terrain
Detail to Land and Water, it will set this one back to Low. This is another control that has no
effect in normal flying conditions, but only affects you when you are very close to the water’s
edge or landing. Further, the frame rate hit is minimal.

Dawn/Dusk Texture Blending:
This is a big one! When flying during the day and at night, this control has no effect. When
flying at dawn or dusk, this blending option causes the computer to draw BOTH the daylight
and night time versions and blends the two together, using more or less of one or the other
depending on the time of day. Either way, the system has twice as much work to do. At dawn
or dusk, your frame rates will halve. It looks great, but make sure you have the computing
power to deal with it; if not, set it to off.

Extended Terrain Textures:
This lets you see far into the distance but has a significant impact on scenery performance. It
is unnecessary to be able to see great detail in the far distance unless you are running at very
high screen resolutions (1600 x 1200) and are taking screen shots, in which case the screen
update speed is not an issue. Generally, a setting of 20 gives a more than reasonable display
quality with minimum frame hit rate.
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Scenery Complexity:
This another big one. This can cut your frame rates by a factor of ten on some machines!
Generally, the better your graphics card (large memory for storing textures–128Mb or better
still 256Mb), lots of RAM and a fast processor will all help here. The more powerful, the more
you can turn it up. When you are flying over a feature such as a city, bridge or airfield, the
designer of the scenery decides what will show up at the various settings. 21W –Ranger
Creek is a classic example:
When you set scenery complexity to:

Extremely dense: you get everything, but lowest frame rates. If your system is up to
it, this is the place to be!
Very Dense: You loose the taxiway lights for taxiways A, A1, A2, A3 and A4.
Dense: You loose all the streetlights along the road from the fire station to B6 along
the Western edge of the airfield in the domestic quarters. You also loose the fences
around the southern periphery of the airfield.
Normal: You loose the Apron vehicles, display aircraft, 72D's car and the icebox
outside Chijis.
Sparse: You loose the entire set of non auto-rendered trees (the pretty ones in fall)
and the log cabins. Smoothing of taxiways becomes angular and all yellow taxiway
markings are gone.
Very Sparse: You loose all buildings, the fire service, marshallers and power
supplies. All that remains are the ILS shacks, the ILS Localizer arrays, Runway signs
and the fuel system.

Autogen Density:
Some of the scenery is automatically generated. When the terrain is draped over the mesh,
each area is assigned settings such as “this area is suitable for trees” or “there be buildings 
here”. Depending on how high you have this set will dictate the density of these artefacts. The 
more you have, generally speaking, the better it looks. However, it can be a nuisance if you
have highly detailed scenery such as Venice, and you find random buildings cropping up
where they should not. Again, this has a substantial effect on frame rates, so only set it higher
if your machine can take it and you are not flying over a specific area of specialised scenery.

Addon Dynamic Scenery:
This is less of a problem than it used to be with 2002 and before. It used to be that all moving
objects were controlled by this setting. FS2004 uses artificial intelligence to control aircraft
now, and they are no different to flying in multiplayer mode. This control deals with moving
vehicles and boats and other paraphernalia. Lago is a prime contender for putting, in my
opinion, useless effects, such as vehicles driving across the runway into their scenery. This is
mainly to promote their scenery enhancer package. This can be set to either on or off. I
recommend off.

Ground Scenery Casts Shadows:
This affects not just scenery, but buildings too. The program has to work out what shape the
shadow cast will be and then apply night textures to just that area. This can have a huge
effect on frame rates. I think it looks great if you have the power, but you only notice it when
you are taxiing. If you want a great screen shot, turn it on, take your picture and then turn it off
again.

Sun Flare:
This washes out the screen when you face into the sun. This is made an option not so much
so that you can increase your frame rates, but because some people find it annoying. This is
a matter of personal choice and is not a performance issue. Personally, I think it is quite
realistic and I like it. The reason it does not affect the performance is that generally you will be
climbing into the sun and there will little or no landscape to generate.
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Lens Flare:
Like the Sun Flare option, this has nothing to do with performance, just personal taste. When
you face directly into the sun, you get a streak of light or flash or flare that you see with some
camera lenses. I find I do not get that in real life; only if I am squinting so hard that I am
looking through my eyelashes. Again, personal choice and I choose not to. If you want to take
a fancy screen shot, take it without the flare and then put it in later with Adobe Photoshop!

Exchanging Quality for Speed:
The order in which to reduce them and by how much is (where 1 is the most powerful
machine/ lowest frame rates/best quality and seven is the least powerful machine/highest
frame rates/poorest quality):
Control 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
Special Effects Density High High Medium Low Low Low Low

Terrain Mesh Complexity 70 60 50 30 20 20 10

Terrain Texture Size: High High High Medium Medium Medium Low

Terrain Detail: Land
Only

Land
Only

Land
Only

Land
Only

Land
Only

None None

Water Effect: High Low None None None None None

Dawn/Dusk Texture Blending: On On Off Off Off Off Off

Extended Terrain Textures: On Off Off Off Off Off Off

Scenery Complexity: Very
Dense

Dense Dense Normal Sparse Sparse Sparse

Autogen Density: Normal Normal Normal Sparse Sparse None None

Addon Dynamic Scenery: Off Off Off Off Off Off Off

Ground Scenery Casts
Shadows:

Off Off Off Off Off Off Off

Sun Flare: On On On On On On Off

Lens Flare: On On On On On On Off

The Aircraft Page

Select “Settings” then “Display” and finally the “Aircraft” tab.

Recommended settings
Control Recommended Available Options
Virtual Cockpit Gauge Quality High Low and High
Reflections Off On/Off
Aircraft Casts Shadows On On/Off
Landing Lights On On/Off

Virtual Cockpit Gauge Quality:
This affects the quality of the display of the instruments when in virtual cockpit mode. If you
only fly in the 2D cockpit, this doesn’t affect you. Most people have screen resolutions of
1024x768 or greater nowadays and benefit from turning this to high. The instruments are a
most vitally important part of flying. I always find it useful to be able to read them. The refresh
rate effect is so minimal, I would recommend setting this to high.

Reflections:
This decides if your aircraft texture, the water you are near or windows in buildings, etc should
cast reflections. This makes quite a substantial difference, as the system is drawing things
twice. Set this to off unless you have a powerful machine.
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Aircraft Casts Shadows:
As you approach the ground and in strong daylight with little or no cloud, your aircraft will
produce a shadow if this is turned on. It is only one shadow, and it’s more accurate than a 
radio altimeter. It won’t save many frames per second(FPS), so leave it turned on. However,
if you are in multiplayer mode and there are many of you flying in close formation, this starts
to have an effect. Under these circumstances, turn it off.

Landing Lights:
If you turn on your landing lights, it is because you want to see where you are going at night.
If you have them turned off, then disabling this control will have no effect. If you turn them on,
you want to see. Frame rates are irrelevant if there is nothing to display. Leave it turned on.

Exchanging Quality for Speed:
The order in which to reduce the aircraft display settings and by how much is (where 1 is the
most powerful machine/lowest frame rates/best quality and seven is the least powerful
machine/highest frame rates/poorest quality):
Control 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
Virtual Cockpit Gauge Quality High High High High High High High

Reflections On On Off Off Off Off Off

Aircraft Casts Shadows On On On On Off Off Off

Landing Lights On On On On On On On

The Weather Page

Select “Settings” then “Display” and finally the “Weather” tab.

Recommended settings
Control Recommended Available Options
Sight Distance 60mi/96km 60mi/96km 150mi/240km
Cloud Draw Distance 40mi/64km 30mi/48km to 80mi/96km
3D Cloud Percentage 20 10 to 100
Simple/Detailed Clouds Detailed Simple or Detailed
Cloud Coverage Density Low Low, Medium, High or Maximum

Sight Distance:
This alters the distance at which objects and scenery begin to be drawn. The further away
you ask flight sim to draw things, the more work it has to do. Worse still, this increases with
the square of the distance. That is, if you change the sight distance from 60 miles to 120
miles, the computer is doing four times as much work. If you set this to a high value and you
have set “Extended Terrain Textures” to off, then what you will be drawing will be rubbish, 
anyway. There is, in my opinion, never a need to take this above 80 miles, again, unless you
are taking very high-resolution screen shots. Another problem with setting this to too high a
value is that you get a shimmering effect in the far distance as it is trying to decide what to
draw where.

The other side of the coin is that if this is set too low, larger objects suddenly materialize as
you approach them. If you have a powerful machine, set it at 80. Otherwise, set it at 60.
Recognise that setting it at 80 means that the computer is working 1.8 times as hard.

Cloud Draw Distance:
This issimilar to the “Sight Distance” setting except that it dictates at what distance clouds are
drawn. It is sometimes better to draw the clouds further away so that they obscure the horizon
and it does not have to draw the scenery. Again, this obeys a square law, so keep the
distance down. In practice, you don’t need to exceed 40miles. Selecting 40 instead of 80 is 
four times as much work to do. Four times better, but four times slower!

3D Cloud Percentage:
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3D clouds look more realistic than 2D clouds. They have volume, so you can fly through and
around them and they have transparency. They look remarkably realistic. However, it is about
six times more complicated to draw them in this way. To get round this, only those clouds
closest to you are drawn in 3D and those furthest are in 2D. You have already decided how
far out to draw the furthest cloud that you can see is with the previous control. Now you
decide how much of what you see is to be drawn at the higher quality. This is done on an
area coverage basis. If you have said that you want to see clouds at a range of 80 miles and
you want a 50% 3D coverage, then you will see 3D clouds to a distance of 56 miles, the rest
being 2D.

In practice if a cloud is at a distance of more than 30 miles, it is very hard to tell the difference.
If you have your Cloud draw distance set to 80miles, this requires 14% coverage. If you are
set to 60 miles and want to see 3Dclouds at distance of 30 miles, this needs a 25% coverage.
Try it and see if you can spot the difference. If not, reduce the control further until you do.Your
graphics card will thank you for it.

Simple/Detailed Clouds:
This is a toggle to say, ”I want all clouds drawn in 2D, regardless of the above setting or if 3D, 
see the next box”. I fail to understand why the following control is disabled or enabled by this 
setting, when it also turns on and off the previous one. Only Microsoft knows the answer to
that.

Cloud Coverage Density:
This is an unusual control. It overrides the flight simulator from trying to be helpful. If you were
to set a custom weather pattern to 8/8 coverage, but flight sim realises that it can’t draw it in 
time because your computer is not powerful enough, you may actually only get 6/8 coverage.
You can override this by insisting here, that you get 100% of what you have asked for. Flight
sim will comply and draw what you set the weather to.

The way this is achieved, is that for every frame that you see displayed on the screen, the
program draws the underlying scenery, the buildings and trees, the shadows and reflections,
your aircraft and any others in your line of sight and then, lastly the clouds. If it hasn’t finished 
drawing all the clouds and it is time to draw another screen, it will leave the job half finished.
Hence you will only get, say 6/8 coverage on a slower machine. If you override this here, you
are specifically saying, “I don’t care if you think it’s time to draw another screen, finish the job 
you started”. This it will gladly do, because you said so! However, you have immediately
brought the frame rates down dramatically. This can be up to a 50% frame rate hit.
Computers that are more powerful can deal with this, slower ones cannot. Use this one with
care.

Exchanging Quality for Speed:
The order in which to reduce the aircraft display settings and by how much is (where 1 is the
most powerful machine/lowest frame rates/best quality and seven is the least powerful
machine/highest frame rates/poorest quality):
Control 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
Sight Distance 80mi 80mi 60mi 60mi 60mi 60mi 60mi

Cloud Draw Distance 40mi 40mi 40mi 40mi 30mi 30mi 30mi

3D Cloud Percentage 100 100 30 20 20 20 20

Simple/Detailed Clouds Detailed Detailed Low Detailed Simple Simple Simple

Cloud Coverage Density High Medium Medium Low n/a n/a n/a
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The Hardware Page

Select “Settings” then “Display” and finally the “Hardware” tab.

Preliminaries
Firstly, select your hardware. Usually, there is only one option here. Some may have more
than one card or a card with two ports. Either way, select the best one for displaying flight
sim.

Firstly, recognise that everything on this page is of no relevance unless you are running in full
screen mode. If you are not, get pressing that “Alt” “Enter” key sequence! When you are
running in windowed mode, you are using DirectX 9.0 or above (or should be. Ensure your
operating system is up to date) This is much better than it used to be, but has to work for all
combinations of CPUs memory bus types and speeds and graphics card. Unfortunately, it
makes it a“jack of all trades, but master of none.”It is a compromise solution. By going to full
screen mode, you are directly using the highly optimised drivers specific to your particular
graphics card. Typically, you will get 50% to 100% more FPS in this mode without changing
anything else.

Next, choose a resolution that is appropriate for your monitor’s capabilities, the power of your 
computer, the power of the graphics card and your eyes. This is difficult to explain how you
make this decision. I tend to work back to front in that list. I have a 22” monitor which will 
display up to 1800 x 1440 resolution, but my failing eyesight means I can really only see at
1600 x 1200. Then it’s a competition to see whether the graphics card is up to it or the 
computer is. It really doesn’t matter either way, the effect is the same.

Set the frame rate to unlimited (we will come back to this later) and fly your flight sim whilst
using a frame rate monitoring utility. There is a very good one available free from
http://www.fraps.com. Try it at different resolutions and write down the average frame rate you
get. Typically, you will find that there is not a lot of difference between them until you get to
the highest or the top two highest resolutions, and then the frame rates drop off.

This is because graphics cards are a compromise between being used for word processing,
which is easy for the card, to high end flight simulators, which are serious hard work because
we demand high frame rates at as high a resolution as possible, and CAD/CAM users who
need the ultimate in resolution but are prepared to wait minutes for a screen to refresh.

The answer is to select a resolution as high as possible, without sacrificing frame rates. Trial
and error, but using an empirical tool to prove your results works best here.

You will notice that each resolution offered has a x32 and x16 version. This is the quality of
the colour displayed. 32 bit is twice as good as 16 bit, nice and simple. You will find in
practice, that there is not a lot to choose between them as far as frame rates are concerned,
but a world of difference in the quality. This is because of a need to support legacy
equipment. 16 bit is almost never used now. It ought to be faster, but as nobody uses it, there
is no point in spending the time and effort to optimise the card for this mode. Typically, you
will end up using 1024x768x32 or 1280x960x32. Now we can get to the rest of the controls on
this page.

Recommended settings
Control Recommended Available Options
Render to Texture On On/Off
Transform and Lighting On On/Off
Anti-aliasing Off On/Off
Filtering Bilinear None, Bilinear and Trilinear
MIP mapping Quality 8 None to 8
Hardware-Rendered Lights 6 None to 8
Global Max Texture Size Massive Very Small, Small, Medium, High & Massive
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Render to Texture:
Some objects such as clouds in the distance look pretty much the same for five miles, with no
appreciable difference. If you are flying towards or past a cloud that is a 3D cloud and it is 30
miles away, over a period of a minute, it will still look the same. However, the computer may
have had to redraw the transparency, reflections, shadows, etc over 2000 times in that period.
What this control enables the program to do is to draw it properly once and then effectively
take a snap shot of that cloud. For the next 2000 frames it just plonks the texture back up.
This frees up an enormous amount of resources. So what’s the down side?

You may have come across clouds that are used for thermal soaring in sailplanes or gliders.
These, the program thinks, are the same cloud, which it drew last frame and it plonks it back
up, not realising that these clouds are rising. This can have the effect of seeing a cloud with a
black box around it. Not all cards experience this problem If you are, just uncheck this box.
Otherwise, leave it turned on, because it really increases frame rates, particularly with a large
number of 3D clouds. Note: clouds are not the only thing to experience this problem. If you
are having such an issue, try turning this off. Then get on to your graphics card
manufacturer’s web site and get the latest drivers. If that doesn’t cure it, complain pitifully to 
them until they fix the problem!

Transform and Lighting:
This is a clever way of offloading some fancy lighting effects such as reflections, ripples in
water, transparencies in glass and clouds, lens and sun flare, etc from the processor to the
graphics card, where this work ought to be done. That is what it is designed for, after all. You
will see a marked increase in frame rates with this turned on. However, use this with great
care!

If you have a stable computer when you are using it for normal activities, such as word
processing, spread sheets, graphics editing, etc, but it crashes when you fly flight sim,
particularly if you keep swapping from full screen mode to windowed mode and it crashes,
suspect this control.

ATI Radeon cards are particularly susceptible to this problem. It seems to be an improper
implementation of this hardware via the drivers. If you are experiencing these issues, turn this
off. It may well solve the issue. Again, pitiful whimpering at your graphics card manufacturer’s 
tech support usually yields results.

Anti-aliasing:
This is a clever technique for smoothing out diagonal lines.

Because the monitor is a collection of pixels, (a series of squares or dots) a diagonal line
shows up as a jagged line similar to a staircase. Anti-aliasing fools the eye by looking at the
two adjacent colours of the line and the background and putting an intermediate colour on
each step. If it were a black line on a white background, for instance, it would place a grey
square on each tread of the staircase.

This works remarkably well and produces a dramatically better, clearer and crisper display.
However, it takes time. If you have an advanced, powerful graphics card (the work is done
here and not by the processor), then you may be able to turn this on with no noticeable effect
on the frame rate. The choice is yours, higher quality display or lower frame rates.
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Filtering:
This is a more advanced form of anti-aliasing.“None”obviously does nothing. Bilinear
decides which colour to put on the tread of the step by looking at its neighbours in two
directions; up/down and left/right. Trilinear goes one step further by looking in another
direction, diagonally. Again, this makes a marked improvement to screen quality but at the
expense of frame rates,and, here’s the bad part. It doesn’t work well with fine detail in motion
unless you have a supremely powerful card. If your screen resolution is set to 1280x960, then
to perform Trilinear filtering at 25FPS, your card must examine 250 million pixels a second.

You will find that this technology makes such a great improvement to the quality with only a
small hit on frame rates because the work is done by the graphics card, that it is worth turning
it on.

A way to minimise the shimmering effect that you get in the distance is to limit the distance
you can see and objects are drawn (see above) and also, to fly with at least a little (say 1/8 or
2/8) cloud coverage. The clouds tend to obscure the horizon and this is where the shimmering
is most noticeable.

MIP mapping Quality:
MIP stands for “Multim in Parvum”. This happens to be the County motto of Rutland, the
smallest County in England. It means “Much in Little”

This is a system which takes a high-resolution texture and then scales it down by a factor of
two and stores it. This can be done again and again, up to a maximum of eight times; hence
the options available on this control and the Much in Little name. What it means is that when
the program wants to draw an object, it would normally grab the texture, scale it and then
pass it through the filtering and anti-aliasing engines. With this, it simply grabs the texture that
is closest to the size it needs from the pre-scaled layers of the MIP engine.

This is a lot of work for the graphics card to do. If you have a high-end graphics card, that
won’t be a problem, If not, you will see a drop off in frame rate. Using the empirical frame rate
testing mentioned above (FRAPS), test with all the different levels. It should be identical from,
say, none to six and then start to drop off. At the point it starts dropping off, that is where
should set the level.

Hardware-Rendered Lights:
This is used in a similar way to a film studio, when they shout “Lights, camera and action”. 
Each light is a source of light that your graphics card has to work with to produce your scene.
Each additional light is an extra tranche of work for your card to do for every frame. The first
light is always the sun, the second is always the instrument panels, the third is the light from
reflections and although this not used for producing more reflections, it can be used for
casting shadows. Next, you get landing lights and so on. This does not affect things like
runway lights, navigation beacons and streetlights, as these use a different technology.
Basically, the higher this is set, the slower things run. Most modern graphics cards are
designed to deal with this workload, but if they are busy with anti-aliasing and MIP mapping,
you may see degradation in the number of FPS.

Global Max Texture Size:
This is almost identical to Terrain Texture size mentioned earlier and seems to do pretty much
the same thing. However, it does take precedence and will override what you have selected
there. Here you must judge by what additional scenery you have loaded. If you are running
purely stock (native to fs9) scenery (and, this includes our version of 21W) you can afford to
reduce this to medium. If you have anything fancy, particular anything by Lago, then set this
to massive.
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This is again to do with the size of textures, which by default are 256x256. Reducing from
massive to medium will speed things up because it does not have to go looking for bigger
files, which takes longer because of addressing headers and it frees up memory, which it
could better utilise elsewhere. However, if you are using a complex add-on, then they are
almost certain to be using the advanced features enabled by the new technology available in
fs9. This means that they need that space, and if you don’t give it to them, they have to slice 
each texture up and put it back together later. This puts a huge overhead on the graphics
card, to the point where it will store the graphics outside of the card in your main RAM and
this is very slow.

The effect here is that if you are careful with what you load, you may get a 5% gain in
performance by reducing it from massive to normal. However, if you are not, you will get a
reduction of up to 80%. My opinion is that you should leave it at“Massive”, just to be on the
safe side.

Frame Rates
Earlier in this dissertation, we set the frame rate to maximum (see Hardware–Preliminaries).
Whether you are flying on your own or in multiplayer mode, there is nothing wrong with this
setting. The computer will churn out frame rates as fast as it can. However, that will not give it
time to do some of the other tasks it should be doing, such as pre-fetching upcoming scenery,
rendering clouds, updating FSNavigator, dealing with speech through TeamSpeak,
networking and so on. OK, I admit it, this is not he way to set it up! We set it at maximum, so
that we could judge the differences we were making to other controls. Now let’s get serious.

You will hear bandied about that you should never set your frame rate above 20 FPS as this
means that you are sending too much information across the internet and will swamp the
server and players, as flight sim sends all its positional information, etc once per frame. This
used to be the case up to and including fs2002. This has been rectified in Flight Sim 2004 “A 
Century of Flight”. With the latest version, if you have the frame rate set too high, your
computer will not have time to send your positional information, so the opposite is true. The
effect that others will see is that you seem to jerk in flight, which makes formation flying
entertaining!

The lower you can set your frame rate, the more time there is for your computer to do all the
other things that it should be doing. However, there is a point at which the human eye detects
flickering and this can be annoying and stressful on the eye. It was discovered some time ago
that the eye could be fooled into seeing a continuous, flowing motion by being presented with
a stream of slightly different pictures at twenty FPS. The technology at the time could only
produce 16 FPS. This is why, when you see old movies today, everybody moves very quickly.
We are seeing a film recorded at 16FPS played at 25FPS.

Why 25FPS? If 20 is good enough, why go to 25? Quite simply, this is dependant on the
power supplies we use. Here in the UK and Europe, we have 50Hz power, in the US they
have 60Hz. Televisions use interlaced technology, which means that half of the screen is
drawn in the first cycle of power and the other half is drawn in the next. That is not to say the
top half first and then the bottom, but each alternate scanned line. Odds the first time and
then the evens; hence “interlaced”. It may seem that things are better in the US, but there, the 
standard is NTSC, which, as we all know, stands for “Never The Same Colour”! The issue 
here is not how many FPS CAN be shown, but how many are necessary. The answer is 20.

Why do we set this to a higher number? If the computer is capable of providing more, surely it
will look better, Won’t it? Quite simply, No. If the eye cannot see it, why bother? The answer 
to why we think this way is that we all read computer magazines and watch the media and
they seem to benchmark computers by how many FPS a machine can generate whilst
running Quake III. This is a very good benchmark for comparison of computers, but useless in
real life. It is like deciding which car is the most powerful by seeing which will go fastest. If one
can do 180MPH and the other 200, then it is obvious which is the better car. However,
nobody wants or can do those speeds. It is nice to know that your car can, but it is
meaningless in real life. The same is true of FPS.
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Multiplayer:
OK, so we are all agreed that we do not want or need more than 20FPS. Set yours so that the
FPS is 20. Now for the difficult bit; achieving that continuously. The preceding ten pages have
shown you what to adjust and what does what. It will also show you which bits create a big
difference in FPS with a minimal visual difference. That is not the issue. The problem is
multiplayer.

Many people set their system to 20FPS and achieve it consistently and have an excellent
flying experience. However, when they join in a multiplayer game you hear comments like
“the network is too slow, everything is jerking and my FPS is right down” or “who has got their 
frame rates set too high, that’s just being selfish” or “I know I have a dial up modem,but I fly
quite happily on other sites” or “this server is rubbish. I get much better frame rates on such 
and such server, even with multiplayer”. All of these opinions may have some basis in fact, 
but in practice, they are wrong.

We have already dispensed with the myth that setting your frame rates too high slows
multiplayer mode down. Let’s look at some of those other comments:

The Server:
It is always never a server problem. The server has so little work to do, it is probably bored. It,
like you, receives a set of information from each player. This contains their X, Y and Z
coordinates in space, their pitch, bank and yaw, the positions of control surfaces and
undercarriage and whether their lights are on or not. This package is about 200 bytes and is
sent out about 20 times a second, if YOUR computer is up to it. That’s 2kbps. Not a lot really!

Your computer knows how to draw the other players’ aircraft, not the server. All the server is 
doing is keeping track of all this incoming traffic and redistributing it to all the other players.
Ten players means 20kbps that you have to receive, 200kbps that the server sends out. With
the bandwidth that we have, it is more than enough for twenty players simultaneously, all with
FSNavigator and still have plenty in reserve. The server itself could accomplish this on a
50MHz 80386 and still not stutter under the load. The bandwidth to our server is well capable
of dealing with this, as are our standby servers. So, that’s not it.

Dial-up Modems:
What about the modem issue? There is nothing wrong with using a dial up modem for flying
under certain circumstances. The closer you get to other flyers, the more information is being
sent to you. If you are more than 800m away from somebody, you cannot see the position of
their control surfaces, so this information is not sent to you. If you are over 1 mile away, you
cannot see if somebody’s undercarriage is up or down, so this information is not sent to you
either. If you are more than five miles away, you cannot see other players’ lights, etc. In 
multiplayer mode at SkyTack, we eschew the careful, rigid and restricting rules that other
sites impose of ATC etc. We regularly fly very close formations and all appear at the same
airfield simultaneously.

Add to this the complication of TeamSpeak. We have changed all our TS channels down to
16.3kb/s. However, all you need is two people speaking at the same time and your modem
will be swamped. Typically, a 56kbps modem receives at 40kbps and transmits at 16kbps. If
you are flying well separated from other players and people are using TS considerately, you
should have no problems. As soon as you get into a huddle of formation flyers, or you get two
or more speaking at the same time, your system will be swamped. Further, it will swamp
everybody else. We will all be sending our packets to the modem user, but he or she will not
be able to receive them, so we retry. Suddenly the system is flooded with retries. In such a
situation, the server and users can be generating ten times as much traffic as necessary and
then we can no longer deal with the traffic. My recommendation is that you will be able to
enjoy flying at most times, but if there are many players at an organised event, you will not get
any enjoyment out of it, and you will spoil it for everybody else. I would honestly suggest
upgrading to ADSL.
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The Real Problem:
Now let us talk about something that you can do something about. Your system works fine but
slows to a grinding halt when you fly on SkyTack, particularly when you are flying in formation
or you are on the ground with everybody else. I mentioned earlier that in multiplayer, we all
send out packets showing what we are flying, where we are and what we are doing. Have you
ever noticed somebody come in to land and seem to land about twenty feet in the air. They
seem to be in a Cessna, but they are actually in an Airbus 380? This, as you know, is
because you do not have an Airbus 380 loaded onto your system. But why should that make
a difference. What is going on, is that the other player is simply saying,“this is what I am, this
is where I am and this is what I am doing. You can deal with the rest”. Armed with this
information, your computer knows how to draw aircraft and does so. When you are flying on
your own, you are normally inside the aircraft. Even if you are in spot view, you only have to
draw yourself. Suddenly, you have to draw ten aircraft in intricate detail.

With the advent of FS2004, with cylinders with 64 or more sides, real time rendering, alpha
channel lighting, texturing, animated parts, etc, you are just asking your computer to do too
much. The issue here is that it is your computer and not the SkyTack system that is letting
you down. You have optimised the system on your own and then want it to work in multiplayer
mode and you poor computer is doing its best.

The solution:
Firstly, turn off “aircraft casts shadows” and “Reflections” in the aircraft tab. Turn off anti-
aliasing, reduce Filtering to Bilinear or None, Reduce MIP mapping to 4 and Hardware-
rendered lights to 2 in the hardware tab. Ensure that you are running in full screen mode. Now
try flying with your buddies and see how you get on.

Give your computer a chance. When you have done all you are prepared to do to
compromise the visual appearance of the scene, and you are still not getting the frame rates,
what can you do? There is one last thing to stop the jerks that you may be experiencing,
when it should be panning smoothly. Use the FRAP utility I have mentioned earlier to
measure the true FPS average you are getting. Then limit your FPS to ten percent less than
that. If, say you are actually getting 16FPS, limit it to 14. This means that you are no longer
running at the limit of your machine and it is no longer striving overly hard to produce the best
visual experience and can spend its spare time servicing other requirements, like
TeamSpeak, your network, FSNavigator, etc.

Caveat
The above information is designed to assist you with trouble-shooting frame rates in FS9. It is
neither definitive nor exhaustive, although you may have found it exhausting if you have got
this far. The above is meant as a guideline only. It may not be exactly right for your
combination of processor, RAM, bus and graphics card. SkyTack takes no responsibility for
any effect this may have on your system. This document is designed to show you what to
tweak and why you are tweaking it. I hope this helps you to get the most out of your computer
and to enable you to fly in harmony with the rest of the flyers at SkyTack.


